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Next steps
Discuss your needs in confidence with our team today and find out how SHI’s 
managed services enable cost-effective and efficient management of your 
Oracle investments.

SHI’s Oracle-certified experts tailor our Software Asset Management (SAM) services to meet your 
organization’s goals and needs. We help proactively avoid Oracle license compliance issues and deliver 
key insight to support your decision making.

We’ve got you covered
Save valuable time and liberate constrained resources by letting SHI’s trusted team of experts service your Oracle environment. SHI’s 
Oracle Managed Services will help you:

• Consolidate, analyze, and review Oracle policies, licenses, and support entitlements
• Leverage all appropriate data sources to provide inventory discovery
• Develop and report hardware and software inventory views
• Measure and analyze Oracle Database usage with Oracle-verified tooling
• Report Optimized License Positions (OLP) for Oracle applications
• Mitigate compliance risk
• Support demand planning and forecasting

With our service, you unlock access to our market-leading discovery tool, providing deep insight into your Oracle environments as well 
as the hardware, software, servers, and devices across your wider network.

We leverage Oracle-verified tools to analyze your database usage, simulating the same level of data integrity and detail as License 
Management Services (LMS) would use during an audit or compliance review.

Managing your Oracle environment shouldn’t come at the cost of your existing SAM practices. Our experts can integrate our managed 
services with your existing processes, ensuring your teams can continue doing what they do best, disruption-free.

Challenge accepted
Our Oracle-certified experts will help your organization overcome your biggest Oracle challenges, including:

• Managing multiple Oracle products across multiple geographic and virtual locations
• Lacking a single reporting overview of your Oracle estate
• Struggling to identify risks, issues, and exposures before problems occur
• Lacking consistency and having significant gaps in discovery
• Reactively acquiring incremental licensing and support

Our experts, your solution
SHI is uniquely positioned to help your organization simplify your Oracle licensing. Our global team of IT Asset Management (ITAM) 
professionals includes former Oracle LMS senior staff and Big Four auditor-trained personnel, all leveraging industry best practices to 
deliver Oracle Managed Services that turn obstacles into afterthoughts. 
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